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Obs failed to connect to server

B please someone help me i watch tutorial setup obs with nginx for rtmp streaming this is video ~ &gt; im already done for that, but when i get to start streaming I noticed that this to fix this? or someone wants to teamviewer me? Thank... brdriac Thread Aug 17, 2020 Responses: 0 Forum: Windows Support T I am unable to stream to Facebook. OPERATION SYSTEM: Ubuntu 18.04 OBS version: 25.08 (64-bit) The error received is: Failed to connect to the server Failed to load root certificates for a secure TLS
connection. Verify that you have an updated root certificate pack in /etc/ssl/certs. (I updated my certificates)... trustTheWeasel Thread May 9, 2020 Responses: 8 Forum: Linux Support P Hello, I can record a very good stream, but I can not connect to Facebook Live at all. I was successful at connecting until Saturday afternoon (4/11/20) and haven't been able to connect since. Here is my last log file: any help... PaLincoln Thread April 13, 2020 Responses: 4 Forum: Windows Support E use OBS to transmit our
church service on FB live and for the last 3 weeks we have been getting a failed to connect to the message server. Our church runs a mac mini OS X Yosemite 10.10.5 I tried resetting the feed key, using custom streaming, doing that and changing the port number in... Emarie Thread February 2, 2020 Responses: 6 Forum: Mac Support F I was broadcasting 1 week ago last. Today I was planning to open my first broadcasting and I noticed that I got 0 bits. My problem. I added obs to the firewall and that's all for
now. Failed to connect to The Connetion Expiration server. Make sure you've set up a valid streaming service and... forexcold Thread Aug 1, 2019 Responses: 4 Forum: Windows Support A 1. Use Twitch 2. I tried the new account, but the result is the same alexhels Thread Jul 12, 2019 Answers: 1 Forum: Windows Support B Hi guys, I don't think this is an OBS problem, but I thought someone might know a fix. I use obs. A few months ago, I started to see strange disconnections of obs to the servers twitch the
middle of the stream. These disconnections have always been less than 5 seconds; is not a huge problem. Fast forward to this week ... bkr009 Thread May 11, 2019 Responses: 0 Forum: Windows Support K Hello, I installed OBS. But when I click the Start Streaming button I get the error message: Failed to connect to the server. The connection has been blocked. Check your firewall/anti-virus settings to make sure OBS has full internet access. tested and it's really my... Kami1 Thread May 3, 2019 Answers: 3
Forum: Windows Support Hello, everything used to work very well, I did not change a single setting option, but I changed my internet provider to a much stronger one. But now streaming on twitch no longer works I always get Failed to connect to server error message I tried possible fixes around ... HugoC01 Thread Apr 9, 2019 Answers: 1 Forum: Windows Support K At first, I'm sorry for my bad English. I can't broadcast on Youtube. When I try to start the flow on the twitch it's working. I looked through many
guides and solutions, but nothing helped me. I tried to disable the firewall. I tried every possible option in bind to IP. I tried to restart the stream... KubeQ1337 Thread Feb 17, 2019 Responses: 6 Forum: Windows Support R Someone pls help me. to fix this? 4:33:28.674: Processor Name: Intel(R) Core(TM) i3-4030U CPU @ 1.90GHz 04:33:28.674: Processor Speed: 1896MHz 04:33:28.674: Physical Cores: 2, Logical cores: 4 04:33:28.674: Physical Memory: 3988MB Total, 2743MB Free 4:33:28.674: Windows
Version: 10.0 Build 17134... rey_02202013 Thread Jul 30, 2018 Answers: 0 Forum: Windows Support R I cant stream on the studio obs anymore this error continues to occur, I tried to install and uninstall, reset the router and computer, watch all the guides from ip binding and other stuff also disabling IPv6, but still nothing really works. Attached is my diary, pls kindly help me if you know what to do. I.. rey_02202013 Thread Jul 16, 2018 Responses: 2 Forum: Windows Support EDIT: I solved this. I had to reset
the router and re-setup port redirection. I tried to stream to an RTMP server from OBS. When I enter my ip loopback address as a server (for example, rtmp://127.0.0.1/live), it works well. Same with using my local IP address. But if I enter the public IP address (or if someone from an external network enters it), I get the error message that failed to connect to the server. If I test the port with an online tool with my public IP and 1935 port (as defined for my server in nginx), it says the port is open. Here is what the
log file from OBS looks like: (replaced my IP with 000,000,000,000) 21:56:54.224: [rtmp stream: simple_stream] Connecting to RTMP URL rtmp://000.000.000.000:1935/live ... 21:56:54.224: [flow rtmp: simple_stream] Interface: Hyper-V Virtual Ethernet Adapter #4 (ethernet, 1000 mbps) 21:56:56.230: 000,000,000,000:1935/live is offline. Try a different server (ECONNREFUSED). 21:56:56.230: [rtmp stream: 'simple_stream'] Connection to rtmp://000.000.000.000:1935/live failed: -2 21:56:56.230: ====Streaming
Stop Because I don't see you mentioning that, and that's a necessary step. You may also have configured NGINX to work only on LAN (which only links to the local IP) instead of all available interfaces. I get failed to connect to server errors when trying to stream on Facebook. Facebook Live and Default selected. The correct key used. Any ideas? Could you post a journal? A clean log file is required to help you fix the problem. To make a log, please follow these steps: 1) Restart OBS 2) Start the stream/record.
Make sure you reproduce any issues as best you can, which means you have any games/applications open and captured, etc. 3) Stop the flow/recording. 4) Select Help &gt; Log Files &gt; Upload Current Log File. Copy the URL and paste it here. (Note: If you don't see a obsproject.com URL, you'll need to update OBS Studio to version 22+) 10220410201898984?s_bl=1&amp;s_ps=1&amp;s_sw=0&amp;s_vt=api-s&amp;a=AbxOSc-FRX4PluMV I hope you can see from this what I'm doing wrong, if there's
anything. The service setting is Facebook LIve, the server is default. I get the same error if I select Service as custom and paster url of the Facebook server in the server field. Many thanks for any help you can offer. This link that you posted is not from the OBS log feature and also not complete. Sorry, just reposted the link for log errors. 17:50:31.739: libfdk_aac encoder created 17:50:31.739: libfdk_aac bitrate: 128, channels: 2 17:50:31.739: [rmp flow: simple_stream] Connecting to RTMP URL rtmps://rtmp-
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api.facebook.com:443/rtmp/ ... 17:50:31.793: RTMP_Connect1, nici un suport SSL/TLS 17:50:31.794: [flux rtmp: 'simple_stream'] Conexiunea la rtmps://rtmp-api.facebook.com:443/rtmp/ nu a reușit: -2 17:50:31.794: ==== Streaming Stop
==============================================================================================================================================================================================================================================================================================================================================================================================================================================================================================================================================================================================================================Fie
a lua unul nou, dacă sunt disponibile și sperăm că acestea includ mpedtls sau dacă aveți Ubuntu sau orice distro care se bazează pe ea PPA. sudo apt install ffmpeg sudo add-apt-repository ppa:obsproject/obs-studio sudo apt update sudo apt install obs-studio I tried to stream to spasms like I did for the last month. No problem before. I get an error code that says Failed to connect to server. I've already tried to change the feed key. I've also already tried messing with the mandatory ip settings. None of them
worked. I tried to stream from a program other than OBS and it worked so it's not my end internet. Any help? Log: I have exactly the same problem. was perfectly fine yesterday me, too. The same problem also can not seem to find a solution in any threads ... Happy willing to work with anyone and try and follow it if others have free time. I don't know where he's in touch. 23:02:12.039: [mpmp flow: simple_stream] Required for IPv6 This might well be your problem. Under Advanced settings, check the Link to IP
drop-down list. If it writes by default, change it to IPv4. If it has an IPv6 address selected, try Default first. Also: Could not resolve server live-dfw.twitch.tv: No valid address found If you are sure that the IP links are correct, there is probably a problem with DNS. @Echo RTMP_Connect0 failed to link socket: Requested is not valid in its context. (10049) -&gt; the server you want to connect was down -&gt; try another server Is the server connected to the nearest server? If not, change it then it will work perfectly. I
fixed the same. The nearest server is not always the best. The nearest server recommendation is bad advice. The recommendation of the server in the highest quality twitchtest utility is good advice. I'm having this problem too, it was streaming really well and now all of a sudden, I have this error. I pulled up my old XSplit Broadcaster – the same stream key + server and it works really well? Every time I try to start a stream, it says this. I tried resetting my feed key and changing the broadcast server, but I can't
figure out how to fix it. Page 2 12 comments
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